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Next up: Intermediate Verification Languages
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Boogie (MSR)

Intermediate 
Verification 
Languages

• An intermediate verification 
language is one designed for 
expressing logical problems as 
program correctness properties
• A set of language features tailored 

to verification concerns
• usually not executable programs
• used to encode verification problems 

from higher-level languages

• We’ll look at two main examples
• Boogie from Microsoft Research
• (later) Viper from ETH Zurich
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Introducing Boogie
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Boogie (MSR)

• Boogie (2005) was developed as an 
intermediate tool for the Spec# project
• Spec# is an extension of C# with non-null 

and ownership types, static verification

• The Boogie language is designed to 
provide reusable language features for:
• encoding imperative, heap-based programs
• representing verification requirements
• adding custom types, axioms, assumptions

• Has since been used in many projects
• as with typical intermediate languages, 

lower-level technology can be reused
• alternative back-ends can also be developed
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The Boogie Language
• Boogie (2005) is an imperative, procedural language

• built-in types for integers, booleans, bit-vectors, real numbers and maps
• user-defined types and axioms, polymorphism
• standard features such as variables, loops, conditionals, procedure calls
• assume and assert statements, non-deterministic choice

• Correctness of programs means no failing traces for each procedure
• procedures can be given pre-conditions and post-conditions (cf. Hoare triples)
• loops can (must, in general) be provided with invariants

• Boogie comes with a verifier to check correctness of Boogie programs
• weakest preconditions are efficiently calculated by the Boogie verifier
• the corresponding entailments are encoded to an SMT solver (usually Z3)
• Boogie can localise errors and provide traces which reach the error location(s)
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Boogie Declarations (Procedures)
• Boogie has top-level declarations for the following program elements:

• global variables, custom types, axioms, functions, procedures
• Boogie also supports local variables, declared at the start of a procedure body

• A procedure (similar to a Viper method) could e.g. take the form:
procedure name <T,…>(x1:T1,…) returns (y1:T’1,…) 

{ s } 

• <T,…> is an (optional) list of type parameters (polymorphism)
• (x1:T1,…) are the (possibly zero) value parameters

• (y1:T’1,…) are the out parameters (values returned to the caller)
• if none are required, the entire returns (y1:T’1,…) part should be omitted

• The statement s is the procedure body (which is optional)
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Specification Constructs
• A Boogie program can include pre-/post-conditions, loop invariants:
• As in Viper, the requires and 
ensures declarations can be 
multiple – these get conjoined
• the same is true for loop invariants

• Boogie builds in the treatment
of loops from previous lectures
• loop invariants should be provided
• in some simple cases, Boogie will 

attempt to infer loop invariants
• variables known (syntactically) not

to be modified in a loop body are
always known not to change value
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Functions
• Boogie allows function declarations, with or without definitions

• If a definition is provided, the body 
is an expression, not a statement

• formal parameter names are optional
(only needed if providing a definition)

• Function invocations can occur in
expressions (as well as statements)
• e.g. in the body of minimum

• Axioms can be declared, as in Viper
• triggers can also be added to

quantifiers (after the ::)

• All declarations can be polymorphic
• type parameters instantiated implicitly
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Maps
• Mathematical maps are built-in in Boogie (any arity, any types)

• map types are written [domain]range
• e.g. [int]bool and[int,int]int

• Map types can also be polymorphic
• we’ll come back to this in two slides..

• Boogie provides syntax for map
lookup and “update” operations
• note: maps are immutable values; a

map update defines a new map value

• Boogie maps are not extensional
• two maps can return the same lookup

values but not be (known to be) equal
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Custom Type Constructors
• Here’s the encoding of pairs in Boogie, using polymorphic types:
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Type Synonyms and Polymorphic Maps
• Type synonyms declare a name for a particular type:

• e.g. type IntPair = Pair int int

• now we can write var x:IntPair;

• Combined with polymorphic types
this allows for recursive types
• this is technically called impredicative

polymorphism (instantiations of a 
polymorphic type include itself)

• For example, we can define a map
which contains instances of the
same map type to lookup:
• note that none of the statements

require type annotations!
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Procedure Calls and Verification
• Procedures return values via their (0 or more) out parameters

• e.g. procedure destruct(p: IntPair) returns (a: Int, b:Int)

• A call statement simultaneously assigns out parameters to variables
• e.g. call x,y := destruct(pair(1,2));

• Procedure declarations can include pre-/post-conditions
• syntax is similar to Viper, with requires and ensures declarations

• How should procedure calls be treated for weakest preconditions?
• One possible idea is to inline procedure calls

• can be done in Boogie via an {:inline} attribute before procedure name

• But inlining isn’t always possible or desirable
• e.g. for recursive procedures, or procedures without bodies
• changes to inlined code also entail re-verification of all calling contexts
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Procedure-Modular Verification
• Do we verify program code using knowledge of the whole code base?

• e.g. inlining procedures where possible, using knowledge of our call sites, etc.
• should specifications be enforced only for call sites in the current code base?

• Specifications enable an alternative procedure-modular approach
• modularity means different program elements can be verified independently

• Verify procedures with respect to their specifications (only!)
• i.e. we don’t use knowledge about the specific call sites in the code base
• implementation must be correct for any initial state satisfying precondition

• Reason about procedure calls also using their specifications (only!)
• i.e. we don’t use information about the procedure implementation

• In practice, hybrid approaches are also possible
• e.g. inline private methods / those in same package, treat others modularly
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Modularity
• Procedure-modularity has advantages for code evolution

• adding extra calls to an existing procedure doesn’t affect previous verification
• Changing a procedure implementation requires re-verifying the procedure
• But, if the specification is unchanged, callers don’t need to be re-verified

• There are other practical advantages of procedure-modular approach
• several smaller verification conditions (better for SMT, parallelisation possible)
• still applicable when implementation unavailable or dynamically dispatched
• SE perspective: code correctness also shouldn’t depend on entire code-base

• On the other hand, procedure-modularity has its drawbacks
• any procedure which is handled modularly must have a specification
• the specification must be precise enough to capture all relevant behaviour
• this includes preserving (framing) sufficient information about mutable state

across state changes (this is called the frame problem; more on this shortly)
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Verification of Procedure Calls
• Boogie is procedure-modular (except for {:inline}d procedures)

• A call is handled with respect to its specification and not its implementation

• A call is treated as an arbitrary program satisfying the specification
• The precondition must be checked to hold initially
• Any global variables must be havoced (models potential side-effects of call)
• The postcondition can be assumed to hold afterwards

• Here is a first attempt at a weakest precondition rule:

where are all of the global variables, and is declared as:
procedure ( ) returns ( )

requires ; ensures ; …
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The Frame Problem
• By default, this treatment of procedure calls loses all information 

about global variables (because of the havocs in the rule)
• This is sound – we over-approximate the possible modifications the call makes
• But it could easily mean that we lose information essential for verification

• We need to soundly preserve some information across a state change
• This is generally referred to as the frame problem (also in areas such as AI)

• Suppose that a procedure will never touch a particular global 
• e.g. models state not in scope for the original procedure being encoded

• We need mechanisms for strengthening the specification of a 
procedure to express that some global state is untouched
• ideally without needing to know about all of the global state concretely 
• e.g. can add global state to a program without changing existing specifications
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Old Expressions and Two-State Postconditions
• One relevant Boogie feature is old expressions:

• An expression can be used in a procedure postcondition to refer to the 
value that a global variable had in the pre-state of the procedure call, e.g.:

• we could also write j == old(j) to express
the variable j is unmodified

• for general expressions applies to
all global variables in the expression 

• But, using old expressions for expressing
the untouched variables will require
such a conjunct for each global variable
• this is cumbersome and non-modular:

if we were to extend the program with 
an extra global variable, we’d have to 
change all procedure specifications
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Modifies Clauses
• Instead of specifying everything that doesn’t change, what if a 

procedure instead specified what it (potentially) does change?
• note: this concept is stable when we extend the program

• Boogie prescribes a simple way of doing
this: a modifies clause per procedure
• This additional specification construct

must list all globals potentially modified
• if the procedure has an implementation,

it will be checked to only modify globals
occurring in the declared modifies clause

• At call site, we only havoc these globals
• implicitly, others assumed to be unchanged
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Verification of Procedure Calls II
• Here is the actual weakest precondition rule for method calls:

where are fresh local variables, and is declared as:
procedure ( ) returns ( )

requires ; ensures ; modifies ; …

• We use the variables to record the values of globals before the call
• The substitution is meant to replace all occurrences of 

which are inside old expressions, with the corresponding variables 
• e.g.  
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Using Maps to Model Arrays – First Attempt
• We can employ Boogie’s maps to model

various other datatypes directly
• as an alternative to axiomatising datatypes

• For example, we can model an array
using a finite part of a given map
• the map will be total, but we only use part

• The example opposite illustrates this idea
• Note: the postcondition of n_reverse_m

relates lookups in n with lookups in m in the
post-state (why would using old(m) not
make a difference, in this example?)
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Partial Functions vs Total Functions
• Many expressions used in program verification have partial meanings

• in other words, their evaluation only makes sense under some precondition
• e.g. integer division (no divide-by-zero), array indexing (within bounds), …

• SMT and Boogie only provide total functions and expressions
• we are forced to represent partial expressions as total ones in some way

• There are two main approaches to modelling a partial expression:
1. Define no information about its meaning, if its precondition is false

• e.g. Boogie does this for division; i/0 has some unknown value; the following 
assertion fails in general:

2. Also add additional checks of the precondition for each expression
• add extra assert statements to enforce well-definedness conditions:
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Well-Definedness Conditions
• In general, generating well-definedness conditions is more involved

• we might need to enforce more than one condition (e.g. in a[i]==a[j])
• should take boolean structure of formula into account (j!=0 ==> i/j==k)
• also interacts with short-circuiting evaluation of boolean operators

• We can define an operation to generate the appropriate well-
definedness condition (an assertion) for a given expression 

• The definition depends on our choice of preconditions to enforce
• e.g. we could define 1 2 1 2 2 (no divide-by-zero)

• The definitions for boolean connectives reflect evaluation order
• e.g. 1 2 1 1 2

• e.g. 1 2 1 1 2 (short-circuiting evaluation)
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Using Maps to Model Arrays – Modelling Length I
• We should allow arrays of different 

lengths – one constant isn’t enough
• We can model length either as a 

function or using a map (to int)
• e.g. the function len opposite:

• Modelling arrays as type [int]int
is still an option, but requires care:
• two arrays with different lengths must 

not be modelled with same total map
• e.g. in the code opposite, we introduce 

inconsistency by reusing zeroMap()
• making zeroMap() a procedure (with 

postcondition) would fix this – why?
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Using Maps to Model Arrays – Modelling Length II
• Alternatively, we can separate the 

modelling of an array from its elements
• introduce an uninterpreted type, IntArray:

• We introduce a function elems to return 
the map representing an array’s elements
• Note that for a fixed m, all occurrences of 
elems(m) will represent the same map

• for variety, we model length as a map here, 
but we could equally use a function for this

• We rewrite the example from slide 185:
• Note extra postcondition on n_reverse_m –

we need this to prove the assert (why?)
• In general, each such relevant property of a 

modified variable will need a postcondition 189
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Heap-based Arrays and Pointers
• In C-like languages, arrays and pointers 

can reference overlapping memory
• Modelling such arrays with 

mathematical types only (e.g. previous 
IntArray) is insufficient
• mutating one element could affect others

• Instead, we could model heap 
memory as one shared [int]int map
• any heap-modifying procedure will have 

the Heap variable in its modifies clause

• We again rewrite slide 185 example:
• arrays/pointers are represented via a 

start address and a length (two integers)
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Framing with Heap-based Arrays and Pointers
• n_reverse_m’s specification says 

nothing about other heap addresses
• e.g. we can’t prove that the memory 

associated with m is unchanged
• Given that the second call to 
n_reverse_m is made when the 
variables are equal, this is a good thing!

• But if we had other arrays, we’d want 
to frame information about them, too
• We could add a postcondition to 
n_reverse_m to specify that no other 
locations are modified (how?)

• Can frame information for arrays known 
to be disjoint from modified locations
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Modelling an Object-Based Heap
• Maps can also be used to model 

object-based heaps (with fields)
• For example, we could model an 

object-based heap as opposite:
• polymorphism to allows field 

lookups to return different types
• this code doesn’t make use of the 
hasField function, but could use 
this to track allowed field lookups

• Checking that only allowed field 
lookups are made could be handled 
as an extra well-definedness check
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Modelling Object Allocation
• Heap-based languages typically 

support allocation of fresh state
• Object creation in OO-languages
• malloc in C-like languages

• For verification, we would like to 
encode the freshness guarantee
• i.e. assume a newly-allocated object will 

not be equal to any existing one

• Instead of creating objects, we model 
their allocation using an alloc field
• add assumptions that each object in 

scope is allocated (e.g. parameters)
• model freshness by assuming that a 

new value was not previously allocated 193
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Frame Conditions for Heaps
• We typically require fine-grained 

framing information for heaps
• most mutating procedures will have 
Heap in their modifies clause

• we would like to express that only 
certain field locations change

• This can be achieved with richer 
postconditions. e.g. for test :

ensures 
(forall<S,T> o:Ref S, f:Field T 
:: o != x || 

(f != alloc && f != val) ==> 
Heap[o,f] == old(Heap)[o,f]);
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Expressing Multi-Location Properties
• We can use extra functions 

to model richer heap notions
• e.g. linkedlist opposite 

characterises heap-based lists
• note first parameter: notion is 

for a particular heap (why?)

• Unfortunately, framing 
quickly becomes brittle for 
such properties:

• Framing such properties will 
require further machinery…
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The Boogie Language - Summary
• We have seen Boogie, an intermediate verification language

• Procedural, imperative language with support for specification constructs, 
maps, and a rich polymorphic type system built-in

• Procedure-modular verification verifies callers/callees independently
• specifications abstract over specific call sites and implementations

• Modifies clauses provide framing at the granularity of global variables
• finer-grained properties for the modified variables require postconditions

• Program heaps can be modelled via maps in Boogie
• Object-based/address-based heaps, and allocation can be easily encoded

• Framing of heap-dependent properties quickly becomes heavyweight
• Explicitly specify untouched heap locations and disjointness information
• Still insufficient for preserving complex properties (e.g. linkedlist)

• We will look at methodologies for native heap-based reasoning next 196
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